We describe a distributed randomized algorithm to construct routing tables. Given 0 < ε ≤ 1/2, the algorithm runs in timeÕ(n 1/2+ε + HD), where n is the number of nodes and HD denotes the diameter of the network in hops (i.e., as if the network is unweighted). The weighted length of the produced routes is at most O(ε −1 log ε −1 ) times the optimal weighted length. This is the first algorithm to break the Ω(n) complexity barrier for computing weighted shortest paths even for a single source. Moreover, the algorithm nearly meets theΩ(n 1/2 + HD) lower bound for distributed computation of routing tables and approximate distances (with optimality, up to polylog factors, for ε = 1/ log n). The presented techniques have many applications, including improved distributed approximation algorithms for Generalized Steiner Forest, all-pairs distance estimation, and estimation of the weighted diameter.
INTRODUCTION
Constructing routing tables is a central task in network operation, the Internet being a prime example. Besides being an end goal on its own (facilitating the transmission of information from a sender to a receiver), efficient routing and distance approximation are critical ingredients in a myriad of other distributed applications.
At the heart of any routing protocol lies the computation of short paths in weighted graphs, where edge weights may reflect properties such as link cost, delay, bandwidth, reliability etc. In the distributed setting, an additional challenge is that the graph whose shortest paths are to be computed serves also as the platform carrying communication between the computing nodes. The result of this double role is a superimposition of two metrics: the given shortest paths metric and the "natural" communication metric of the distributed system. The first metric is used for the definition of shortest paths, where an edge weight represents its contribution to path lengths; the other metric is implicit, controlling the time complexity of the distributed computation: each edge is tagged by the time it takes a message to cross it. If these two metrics happen to be identical, then computing weighted shortest paths is trivial (to a single destination; for the all-pairs problem, see below). In the general case, the standard normalization is that messages cross each link in unit time, regardless of the link weight; this assumption is motivated by network synchronization. On the other hand, the message size must be taken into account as well. In the commonly-accepted congest model of network algorithms [22] , it is assumed that all link latencies are one unit and messages have fixed size, typically O(log n) bits, where n denotes the number of nodes.
The classic algorithm for computing shortest paths distributedly is the Bellman-Ford algorithm (abbreviated BF), used in many networks, ranging from local to wide area networks. The BF algorithm enjoys many properties that make it an excellent distributed algorithm (locality, simplicity, self-stabilization). However, in weighted graphs, its time complexity, i.e., the number of parallel iterations, may be as high as Ω(n) for a single destination. This is in sharp contrast with the O(HD) time needed to compute unweighted shortest paths to a single destination, where HD denotes the unweighted "hop-diameter" of the network. The difference between n and HD can be huge; suffices to say that the hop-diameter of the Internet is estimated to be smaller than 50. Intuitively, the problem originates in the fact that the Bellman-Ford algorithm explores paths in a hop-by-hop fashion, and the aforementioned superposition of metrics may result in a path which is weight-wise short, but consists of Ω(n) edges. If shortest paths have at most SD ∈ N edges, then it suffices to run the Bellman-Ford algorithm for SD communication rounds. Indeed, the running time of a few distributed algorithms is stated as a function of SD or a similar parameter for exactly this reason (e.g., [7, 15, 16] ).
To the best of our knowledge, no distributed algorithm for computing approximate weighted shortest paths in o(SD) time in the congest model was known to date. In this paper we present a distributed algorithm that computes approximate all-pairs shortest paths and distances using small messages, in time that nearly matches the lower bound of Ω( √ n + HD), regardless of the value of SD.
Contributions and Main Techniques
Our main contribution, presented in Section 4, is an algorithm that, for any 0 < ε ≤ 1/2, using messages of size O(log n), constructs inÕ(n 1/2+ε + HD) time routing tables and node labels (addresses) facilitating routing and distance estimation with stretch O(ε −1 log ε −1 ). The labels have size O(log ε −1 log n) bits; we show that relabeling the nodes is necessary by proving that any (randomized) algorithm achieving polylogarithmic (expected) stretch without relabeling must run forΩ(n) rounds. The running time of our algorithm is close to optimal: it is not difficult to show that computing bounded-stretch routing with small messages must takeΩ( √ n + HD) time. Our algorithm comprises two sub-algorithms that may be of independent interest. One is used for short-range routing (roughly, to the closest √ n nodes), and the other for longer distances. The short-range algorithm constructs a hierarchy in the spirit of Thorup-Zwick distance oracles [30] . Our main challenge is to implement the algorithm using small messages; to this end, we introduce a bootstrapping technique that allows us to build a hierarchy that grows in double-exponential speed. Using a restricted variant of the Bellmann-Ford algorithm we call BSP (for "bounded shortest paths") as a building block, we construct low-stretch routing tables for nearby nodes inÕ( √ n) time. This approach exceeds our target complexity beyond the closest O( √ n) nodes, so at that point we switch to the "longdistance" scheme. The basic idea here is to start with about √ n random nodes we call the skeleton nodes, and compute all distances between them. To this end we introduce a virtual skeleton graph over the skeleton nodes, which approximates the distances of G. First, we show that it suffices to consider only paths of at most h ∈ O( √ n log n) hops in G. This is not enough, though: if we introduce a skeleton edge for each h-hop shortest path connecting skeleton nodes, we may have O(n) skeleton edges and excessive congestion during the computation of the skeleton graph. Our solution is to reduce the number of skeleton edges by simulating the spanner algorithm by Baswana and Sen [3] while constructing the skeleton graph. Given a parameter k and node set S, the algorithm of [3] constructs, with high probability, a spanner withÕ(|S| 1+1/k ) edges and stretch 2k−1. Choosing k ∈ Θ(ε −1 ) yields the claimed result.
Using variants of our techniques, in Section 5 we derive improved solutions to the following related problems (all statements hold with high probability).
• For the Generalized Steiner Forest (gsf) problem we obtain, for any 0 < ε ≤ 1/2, an O(ε −1 )-approximation withinÕ (( √ n + t) 1+ε + HD) rounds, where t is the number of terminals. This should be contrasted with the best known distributed approximation algorithm for gsf [15] , which provides O(log n)-approximation in timeÕ(SD·k), where SD is the "shortest paths diameter," namely the maximal number of hops in any shortest path, and k is the number of terminal components in the gsf instance.
• For any k ∈ N, we obtain anÕ(( √ n) 1+1/k + HD)-time algorithm that constructs labels of size O(k log n) and local tables of sizeÕ(n 1/(2k) ), and produces distance estimations with stretch O(k 2 ). Compare with the recent distributed algorithm [7] that attains the same local space consumption at running timeÕ(SD · n 1/(2k) ) and stretch 4k − 1.
• Given any 0 < ε ≤ 1/2, we can compute an O(ε −1 )approximation of the weighted diameter inÕ(n 1/2+ε + HD) rounds. We show that theΩ( √ n + HD) time lower bound applies to computing approximate weighted diameter.
• Employing a different routing mechanism for the shortrange scheme, we can assign the fixed labels of 1, . . . , n. This comes at the expense of a larger stretch of O(ε −3 ) withiñ O(n 1/2+ε + HD) rounds, for any 0 < ε ≤ 1/2.
Related Work
There are many centralized algorithms for constructing routing tables, usually aimed at minimizing space without incurring a stretch that is considered too large (see below). We comment that a naïve implementation of a centralized algorithm in the congest model requires Ω(|E|) time in the worst case, since the whole network topology has to be collected at a single node just for computation.
Distributed routing table construction algorithms are usually categorized as either "distance vector" or "link state" algorithms (see, e.g., [27] ). Distance-vector algorithms are variants of the Bellman-Ford algorithm [4, 11] , whose worstcase time complexity in the congest model is Θ(n 2 ). In link-state algorithms [20, 21] , each routing node collects the complete graph topology and then solves the single-source shortest path problem locally. This approach has Θ(|E|) time complexity. None of these algorithms uses relabeling, but it should be noted that the Internet architecture in fact employs relabeling (IP addresses, which are used instead of physical addresses, encode some routing information).
From the theoretical perspective, little progress was made in computing weighted shortest paths beyond the "shortest path diameter" (we denote by SD) even for the single-source case (cf. [7] and references). Unpublished results provide (1 + ε)-approximative and exact shortest paths inÕ(n) and O(n 3/2 ) rounds, respectively [6] . For the unweighted case, an elegant O(n)-time algorithm for exact all-pairs shortestpaths was recently discovered (independently) in [14] and [23] . These algorithms do not relabel the nodes. In addition, a randomized (3/2)-approximation of HD is given in [23] , and a deterministic (1+ε)-approximation is provided by [14] . Combining results, [14] and [23] report a randomized (3/2)approximation of the hop-diameter in timeÕ(n 3/4 ).
In [8] , a lower bound ofΩ( √ n) on the time to construct a shortest-paths tree of weight within a factor of n O(1) from the optimum is shown; this implies the same bound on routing (more precisely, on stateless routing, where routing decisions depend only on the destination and not on the traversed path). We do not know of other explicit lower bounds on the running time of approximate shortest paths or dis-tance estimation algorithms, but a lower bound ofΩ( √ n) can be easily derived using the technique used in [8] or [24] . In [12] it is shown that in the congest model, approximating the diameter of unweighted graphs to within a factor of 3/2 − ε requiresΩ( √ n) rounds, for any constant ε > 0. In the Generalized Steiner Forest problem (gsf), the input consists of a weighted graph, and a set of terminal nodes which is partitioned into subsets called terminal components. The task is to find a set of edges of minimum weight so that the terminal components are connected. Historically, the important special case of a minimum spanning tree (all nodes are terminals, single terminal component) has been the target of extensive research in distributed computation. It is known that in the congest model, the time complexity of computing an MST isΩ( √ n + HD) [8, 9, 24] . This bound is essentially matched by an exact deterministic solution [13, 17] . An O(log n)-approximate MST is presented in [16] , whose running time is O(SD), where SD is the "shortest path diameter" mentioned previously. For the special case of Steiner Trees (arbitrary terminals, single component), [5] presents a 2-approximation algorithm whose time complexity isÕ(n) (which can easily be refined toÕ(SD)). For the general case, [15] presents an O(log n)-approximation algorithm whose time complexity isÕ(κ · SD), where κ is the number of terminal components. 1 We now turn to a (very brief) overview of centralized algorithms. Thorup and Zwick [29] presented an algorithm that achieves, for any k ∈ N, routes of stretch 2k−1 usingÕ(n 1/k ) memory. In terms of memory consumption, it has been established that this is optimal up to a constant factor in (worst-case) stretch w.r.t. routing [26] . This result has been extended to the average stretch, and tightened to be exact up to polylogarithmic factors in memory for the worst-case stretch [1] . For distance approximation, the Thorup-Zwick scheme is known to be optimal for k = 1, 2, 3, 5 and conjectured to be optimal for all k (see [31] and references). The algorithm requires relabeling with labels of size O(k log n). It is unclear whether stronger lower bounds apply to nameindependent routing schemes (which keep the original node identifiers); however, for k = 1 trivially O(n log n) bits suffice (for O(log n)-bit identifiers), and Abraham et al. [2] prove a matching upper bound ofÕ( √ n) bits for k = 2. A closely related concept is that of sparse spanners, introduced by Peleg and Schäffer [25] . A k-spanner of a graph is obtained by deleting edges, without increasing the distances by more than factor k. Similarly to compact routing tables, it is known that a (2k − 1)-spanner must haveΩ(n 1+1/k ) edges for some values of k, conjectured to hold for all k ∈ N, and a matching upper bound is obtained by the Thorup-Zwick construction [30] . If an additive term in the distance approximation is permitted, the multiplicative factor can be brought arbitrarily close to 1 [10] . In contrast to routing and distance approximation, there are extremely fast distributed algorithms constructing sparse spanners. Our long-range construction rests on an algorithm by Baswana and Sen [3] 1 We note that in [15] , time-optimality is claimed, up to fac-torÕ(κ). This comes as a consequence of [16] , which in turn builds on [9] . However, we comment that the latter construction does not scale beyond the familiar lower bound ofΩ( √ n), and a more precise statement would thus be that a minimum spanning tree (and thus also a gsf) requires Ω(min{SD, √ n}) rounds to be approximated. that achieves stretch 2k − 1 vs. O(n 1+1/k ) expected edges within O(k) rounds in the congest model.
Paper Organization. In Section 2 we formalize the model and define some basic concepts, and in Section 3 we define the problem and state several hardness results. Section 4 describes our main algorithm, and in Section 5 we describe applications of our results. (Missing proofs can be found in [18] .) We conclude in Section 6 with a few open problems.
THE MODEL & BASIC CONCEPTS
The Computational Model. We follow the congest(B) model as described in [22] . The distributed system is represented by a connected weighted graph G = (V, E, W ), where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges, and W : E → N is the edge weight function. As a convention, we use n to denote the number of nodes. We assume that all edge weights are bounded by some polynomial in n, and that each node v ∈ V has a unique identifier of O(log n) bits (we use v to denote both the node and its identifier). Execution proceeds in global synchronous rounds, where in each round, each node takes the following three steps: (1) Receive the messages sent by neighbors at the previous round, (2) perform local computation, and (3) send messages to neighbors. Initially, nodes are aware only of their neighbors; input values (if any) are assumed to be fed by the environment at time 0. Output values are placed in special output-registers. In each round, each edge can carry a message of B bits for some given parameter B of the model; we assume that B ∈ Θ(log n) throughout this paper. In this model we may assume, at the price of O(HD) additional steps, that we have a broadcast facility available, as formalized in the following lemma. General Concepts. We extensively use "soft" asymptotic notation that ignores polylogarithmic factors. Formally, we say that g(n) ∈Õ(f (n)) iff there exists a constant c ∈ R + 0 such that f (n) ≤ g(n) log c (f (n)) for all but finitely many values of n ∈ N.Ω,Θ,õ, andω are defined accordingly.
To model probabilistic computation, we assume that each node has access to an infinite string of independent unbiased random bits. When we say that a certain event occurs "with high probability" (abbreviated "w.h.p."), we mean that the probability of the event not occurring can be set to be less than 1/n c for any desired constant c, where the probability is taken over the strings of random bits.
Let paths(v, u) denote the set of all paths connecting nodes v and u. We use the following unweighted concepts.
• The hop-length of a path p, denoted (p), is the number of edges in it.
We use the following weighted concepts.
• The weight of a path p, denoted W (p), is its total edge weight, i.e., W (p)
The following concepts mix weighted and unweighted ones.
to be the weight of the lightest path connecting v and u with at most h hops, i.e.,
(Note that wd h does not satisfy the triangle inequality.) • The shortest paths diameter of a graph, denoted SD, is the maximal number of hops in shortest paths:
Finally, given v ∈ V and an integer i ≥ 0, define ball v (i) to be the set of the i nodes that are weight-wise closest to v:
Note that our concept of ball differs from the usual one: we define a ball by its center and volume, namely the number of nodes it contains (and not by its center and radius). We have the following immediate property.
THE PROBLEMS & LOWER BOUNDS
The Routing Table Construction Problem (rtc). In the routing table construction problem, the local input at a node is the weight of incident edges, and the output at each node v consists of (i) a unique label λ(v) and (ii) a function "nextv" that takes a destination label λ and produces a neighbor of v, such that given the label λ(u) of any node u, we can reach u from v by following the next pointers in order. Formally, the requirement is as follows. Given a start node v and a destination label λ(u), let v0 = v and define vi+1 = nextv i (λ(u)) for i ≥ 0. Then for some i we must have vi = u.
The performance of a solution is measured in terms of its stretch: A route is said to have stretch ρ ≥ 1 if its total weight is no more than ρ times the weighted distance between its endpoints, and a solution to rtc is said to have stretch ρ if all the routes it induces have stretch at most ρ.
Variants. Routing appears in many incarnations. We list a few important variants below.
Name-independent routing. Our definition of rtc allows for node relabeling. This is the case, as mentioned above, in the Internet. The case where no such relabeling is allowed (which can be formalized by requiring λ to be the identity function), is called name-independent routing.
Stateful routing. The routing problem as defined above is stateless in the sense that routing a packet is done regardless of the path it traversed so far. One may also consider stateful routing, where while being routed, a packet may gather information that helps it navigate later (one embodiment of this idea in the Internet routing today is MPLS, where packets are temporarily piggybacked with extra headers). Note that the set of routes to a single destination in stateless routing must constitute a tree, whereas in stateful routing even a single route may contain a cycle. Formally, in stateful routing the label of the destination may change from one node to another: The nextv function outputs both the next hop (a neighbor node), and a new label λv used in the next hop. The Distance Approximation Problem. The distance approximation problem is akin to the routing problem. Also here, each node v outputs a label λ(v), but now, v needs to construct a function distv :
The stretch of the approximation for a given node w is distv(w)/wd(v, w), and the solution has stretch ρ
Similarly to routing, we call a scheme name-independent if λ is the identity function.
A Few Hardness Results
Name-independent routing. We show that assigning new labels to the nodes is unavoidable by proving that any (randomized) algorithm achieving polylogarithmic (expected) stretch without relabeling must run forΩ(n) rounds. Formally, we prove the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Any rtc algorithm for name-independent stateful routing with (expected) average stretch ρ requires Ω(n/(ρ 2 log n)) time.
Proof sketch. Consider a tree of depth 2: the root has n1 children, and each of them has n2 children, where n1 ∈ Θ(ρ) and n2 = n/n1. Assign leaf identifiers as a random permutation. We analyze the expected behavior of a deterministic algorithm. If the rtc algorithm runs for r rounds, the root receives at most rn1 log n bits, and hence there are at most 2 rn 1 log n different routing tables at the root. We show that if a packet with a random leaf destination is routed correctly at the root with probability more than e 2 /n1 then r ∈ Ω(n2/(n1 log n)). To deal with statefulness, consider a packet that was routed to a child v. If the destination is not in v's subtree, the packet eventually returns to the root; at this point, we may assume w.l.o.g. that all v's subtree is known to the packet, but not more, since all information regarding other subtrees must have passed through the root. Thus we may apply induction to the tree after eliminating v's subtree, and conclude that with constant probability, at least n1/2 attempts are required.
We remark that this lower bound was shown independently in [6] . An argument similar in spirit shows that a comparable lower bound applies to distance approximation. Theorem 3.2. Any name-independent distance approximation scheme of (expected) average stretch ρ requires time Ω(n/ log n) for table construction, even if each edge has either weight 1 or weight ωmax ∈ O(ρ).
Consequently, in the remainder of the paper we shall consider name-dependent routing schemes only. Weighted Diameter Estimation. In [12] , it is shown that approximating the hop-diameter of a network within a factor smaller than 1.5 cannot be done in the congest model inõ( √ n) time. Here, we prove a hardness result for the weighted diameter, formally stated as follows.
Theorem 3.3. There exists a graph family with hop diameter HD ∈ O(log n) and edge weights in {1, ωmax} for which any (randomized) algorithm computing the weighted diameter to within an (expected) approximation factor of o(ωmax/ √ n) requiresΩ( √ n) time.
Name-dependent routing. A lower bound on name-dependent distance approximation follows from Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 3.4. There exists a graph family with hop diameter HD ∈ O(log n) and edge weights in {1, ωmax} for which any (randomized) algorithm constructing labels of sizẽ o( √ n) for distance approximations with an (expected) stretch of o(ωmax/ √ n) requiresΩ( √ n) time.
A variation of the theme shows that stateless routing re-quiresΩ( √ n) time. In summary, these results imply that neither rtc, nor distance and diameter approximation permitõ( √ n)-time algorithms, with the possible exception of stateful name-dependent rtc (whose time complexity remains open).
ROUTING ALGORITHM
Overview. The high-level intuition behind our algorithm is as follows. Naïve distributed algorithms explore paths sequentially, adding one edge at a time, leading to potentially linear complexity, since paths which are weight-wise short may contain many hops. Our basic idea is to break hop-wise long paths into small pieces by means of random sampling. Specifically, motivated by theΩ( √ n) lower bound from Corollaries 3.4 and 3.5, we select a random subset of Θ( √ n log n) nodes we call the routing skeleton. With high probability, any set of more than √ n nodes will contain a skeleton node. In particular, w.h.p., (1) any simple path of hop-length √ n contains a skeleton node, and (2) any node has a skeleton node among its closest √ n nodes. The route that our scheme will select from a given source to a given destination depends on their mutual distance: If the destination is one of the √ n nodes closest to the source, routing will be done using a "short range scheme;" otherwise, the short range scheme is used to route from the source to the nearest skeleton node, from which, using another scheme we call "long distance routing," we route to the skeleton node closest to the destination node, and finally, another application of the short range scheme brings us to the destination. This leaves two non-trivial problems, namely the short-range and the long-distance schemes, whose description occupies most of the remainder of this section. The short range scheme is described in Section 4.2, and the long-distance in Section 4.3. We start by describing the variant of the Bellman-Ford algorithm we use as a basic building block in Section 4.1.
Algorithm BSP
A basic building block we use throughout the construction is a bounded version of the Bellman-Ford algorithm, which we call Algorithm BSP. The input to Algorithm BSP is a range parameter h, an overlap parameter ∆, and a set of sources S. The algorithm computes routes from each node to the closest ∆ sources in S using only routes of up to h hops. The implementation is by h parallel iterations of slightly modified Bellman-Ford relaxations, where at each iteration, each node v:
(1) receives from its neighbors their current distance estimates to their ∆ closest sources, (2) updates its distance estimates and nextv to the sources based on the information it received and its incident edge weights, and (3) sends to all its neighbors its current estimates for the ∆ sources with the smallest distance (ties broken by ID).
Let Lv(t) denote the list of the ∆ closest sources (with their distances and nextv pointers) sent by v at the end of iteration t above. It is easy to see, by mapping the executions of Algorithm BSP to executions of the standard Bellman-Ford algorithm, that the top ∆ entries in the list maintained at node v by the unmodified Bellman-Ford algorithm after iteration t is exactly Lv(t).
Routing. Interestingly, the information provided by Lv(h) (the final list at v) may be insufficient for routing: since the ∆ closest source node sets may differ between neighbors, it may be the case that for some source s and two neighbors v and u we have that u is the next node from v to s in Lv(h), but there is no entry for source s in Lu(h)! This occurs, for example, if in iteration h, u learns about a source that is closer than s, pushing s out of Lu(h). Using (Lv(1), . . . , Lv(h)) instead of Lv(h) only, we can however still reconstruct the routes. In the example above, Lu(h − 1) must contain s. In general, when routing from node v0 to a node s, arriving at a node vi after i ≥ 0 hops, we use Lv i (h − i). (We note that this scheme is not statelessrouting decisions depend on the number of previous routing hops-but it is easy to make it stateless. Details can be found in the full paper.)
We summarize the properties of Algorithm BSP with the following theorem. 
The Short-Range Scheme
Recall that our goal in the short-range scheme is to allow each node to find a route to each of its closest √ n neighbors (roughly). A naïve application of Algorithm BSP, where all nodes are sources, would set the overlap parameter to ∆ := √ n (this is the number of nodes we want to know about), and the range parameter to h := √ n too (by Lemma 2.2). However, Theorem 4.1 tells us that in this case, the time complexity would be O(∆h) = O(n), a far cry from theΩ( √ n) lower bound we are shooting for. Our solution is a hierarchical bootstrapping process, described next.
The Hierarchy. The construction is parametrized by the number of levels, denoted L (to be determined later). Sets of nodes, denoted S1, . . . , SL, are sampled uniformly and independently at random with S0 def = V , and Si ⊆ Si−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ L. In the i th level, each node v finds a route to Yi(v), defined to be the node in Si closest to v, and to all nodes in Si−1 that are closer to v than Yi(v). This property allows us to bound the routing stretch (following [30] ). The argument for the first level is a simple application of the triangle inequality (see Fig. 1 ): Consider a route from node v to node w. If there is a node u ∈ S1 that is closer to v than w, then the route that consists of shortest paths from v to u to w has stretch at most 3. Therefore, for routing, it suffices for v to determine least-weight routes to nodes in Si−1 that are closer to it than Yi(v) (the interior of the circle in Fig. 1 ).
To this end, in each level we invoke Algorithm BSP with source set Si−1. Let us first see intuitively what are the appropriate choices of hi and ∆i. Let pi denote the probability of a node to be selected into Si. W.h.p., each node v has a member of Si among the O(log n/pi) nodes closest to v. Hence we set hi := Θ(log n/pi). Next, consider the nodes of Si−1 among the hi nodes closest to a given node. Their expected number is pi−1hi, which means, by Chernoff's bound, that w.h.p., there are at most O(pi−1hi) = O(log n·pi−1/pi) sources that need to be detected by each node at level i. We therefore set ∆i := Θ(log n · pi−1/pi).
Thus, the running time of Algorithm BSP in level i is Ti ∈ O(hi∆i) ⊆Õ(pi−1/p 2 i ). Setting Ti = √ n, p0 = 1, and ignoring polylog factors, the solution to this recursive equation is pi = n −(2 i −1)/2 i+1 . Plugging in this value we obtain hi = Θ(n 1/2−1/2 i+1 log n), and ∆i = Θ(n 1/2 i+1 log n) . (1) (Note that L = log log n levels suffice to ensure that SL ∈ Θ( √ n log n) w.h.p., so we assume that L ∈ O(log log n) henceforth.) Running Algorithm BSP with parameters as above, we get that w.h.p., afterÕ(L √ n) =Õ( √ n) time, each node knows of the closest ∆i nodes from Si−1, and how to route to them, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ L.
This facilitates routing in one direction. We now describe how to route from nodes in Si. Let Cv(i) def = {u ∈ V | Yi(u) = v}, i.e., for each level i, the sets Cv(i) are a Voronoi decomposition of V with centers Yi(V ) = Si. We need to find routes from Yi(v) to Cv(i). But the sheer size of Cv(i) could be overwhelming: while the depth of the tree rooted at Yi(v) is bounded by hi, its size |Cv(i)| could be Ω(n). To solve this problem we rely on the shortest-paths tree rooted at Yi(v) that spans Cv(i) (which is already constructed), and employ one of the known techniques for tree routing (e.g., [28] ). To minimize space consumption, we use the technique of [29] , which constructs in O(hi) time routing tables of size log O(1) n and node labels of O(log n) bits.
We now present a more formal description of the construction for short-range routing. Given n ∈ N and L ≤ log log n, we define the following for 1 ≤ i ≤ L. • p0 def = 1, and pi def = ( √ n) −(2 L /(2 L −1))(2 i −1)/2 i . • For each node v, Yv(i) is the node from Si closest to v (ties broken by ID).
Our construction maintains (w.h.p.) the following properties at stage i ∈ {1, . . . , L}. w ∈ Cu(i), we can route from u to w on a lightest path. (5) For any node v, Hv(i) is locally known at v, and it is possible to route from v to any node u ∈ Hv(i) on a lightest path (whose weight is known at v).
Suppose that we have such a hierarchy of L stages. Then, given the label of any node w ∈ 1≤i≤L,u∈Hv (i) Cu(i − 1), v can route a message to w as follows: First, find some i ∈ {1, . . . , L} such that w ∈ Cu(i−1) for some u ∈ Hv(i) (cf. Properties (3, 5) of the construction). The route from v to w is then defined by the concatenation of two lightest paths: the one from v to u, and the one from u to w (cf. Properties (4, 5) ). Moreover, the long-range scheme will make sure that we can always route to any destination via the closest skeleton nodes in SL, which is feasible due to Property (2) and Property (4). By always choosing from the available routes such that the weight of the computed route is minimal (which can be done by Property (3) and Property (5) for the short-range construction, and will also be possible for the long-range scheme), routing becomes stateless. Stretch Analysis. To bound the weight of the routes constructed by the stated scheme with respect to the weight of the shortest paths, we have the following key lemma.
Proof. We use induction on i, for a fixed j. More specifically, we show for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j that (a) wd(v, vi) ≤ (2i − 1)wd(v, w) and (b) wd(w, wi) ≤ 2iwd(v, w). For the basis of the induction, consider i = 0 in Statement (b). In this case, since S0 = V , we have that, Yw(0) = w and Statement (b) holds because wd(v, w) ≥ 0 = wd(w, w).
For the inductive step, assume that Statement (b) holds for 0 ≤ i < j and consider i+1. Since trivially w ∈ C Yw (i) (i− 1), the premise of the lemma implies that Yw(i) ∈ Hv(i + 1). However, Yv(i + 1) ∈ Hv(i + 1), and hence we obtain wd(v, Yv(i + 1)) ≤ wd(v, Yw(i)) ≤ wd(v, w) + wd(w, Yw(i))
where the first inequality follows from the definitions, the second from the triangle inequality, and the last by induction hypothesis. This proves part (a) of the claim. Using the above inequality we also obtain wd(w, Yw(i + 1)) ≤ wd(w, Yv(i + 1)) ≤ wd(w, v) + wd(v, Yv(i + 1))
where the first inequality holds since wd(w, Yw(i + 1)) ≤ wd(w, u) for u ∈ Si+1, the second follows from the triangle inequality, and the last from part (a) of the claim. This proves part (b) of the claim, completing the induction.
Lemma 4.2 gives rise to the following result we shall use. (L·wd(v, w) ).
On the other hand, if there is no i0 as in the corollary, then by Lemma 4.2, routing via the skeleton nodes closest to source and destination incurs only bounded stretch. Implementation and Time Complexity. We now explain how to construct the hierarchy efficiently in more detail, and analyze the time complexity of the construction. (Pseudocode is given in the full paper.) The algorithm is parametrized by the total number of nodes n, and by the number of hierarchy levels L.
The algorithm works as follows. First all sets Si are selected, for 0 ≤ i ≤ L (this is done by local coin tosses). Then L phases are executed. In phase i, BSP is invoked with sources Si−1, and range and overlap parameters as in Eq. (1). Routing information is recorded only for the set Hv(i) (the nodes in Si−1 closer to v than Yv(i), the node closest to v from Si). To allow for the reverse routing, the last step in a phase i is to invoke the tree-routing algorithm for the trees rooted at the Si nodes.
We now analyze the algorithm. Property (1) is trivially satisfied by the local coin tosses. In addition, the following properties are easily derived using the Chernoff bound.
Lemma 4.4. For appropriate choices of the constants in Eq. (1), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ L it holds w.h.p. that:
By these properties and Theorem 4.1, Property (5) is satisfied w.h.p., because we invoke Algorithm BSP with sources Si, depth parameter hi, and overlap parameter ∆i: after this invocation, each node v can identify the set Hv(i) and route to any u ∈ Hv(i) on a path of known weight; since Hv(i) ⊂ ball v (hi) w.h.p., these routing paths are shortest paths. Moreover, the invocation of BSP(h, ∆, Si) allows each node v also to learn what is Yv(i) and route to it on a shortest path of known weight, establishing Property (2) . In order to satisfy Property (3), we simply add Yv(i) and wd(v, Yv(i)) = dv(Yv(i)) to the label of v for all i. To route to C Yv (i) , as mentioned above, we use the tree routing of [29] that constructs routing tables of size log O(1) n and labels of size (1 + o(1)) log n inÕ(hi) time, and we add the respective tree label to v's label to ensure Property (4).
We summarize the complexity of the short-range construction as follows.
Lemma 4.5. Given 1 ≤ L ≤ log log n, constructing the L-levels short-range routing tables and labels can be done in O(L( √ n) 2 L /(2 L −1) log 2 n) ⊂Õ(( √ n) 2 L /(2 L −1) ) rounds, such that node labels have O(L log n) bits.
Long-Distance Routing
We now explain how to route between the nodes in the top level of the hierarchy created by the short-range scheme. Our central concept is the skeleton graph, defined as follows. The key observation on skeleton graphs is that if the skeleton S is a random set of nodes, and if h ∈ Ω(n log n/|S|), then w.h.p., the distances in G S,h are equal to the corresponding distances in G. This means that it suffices to consider paths of O(n log n/|S|) hops in G in order to find the exact distances in G. The following lemma formalizes this idea. (We state it for a skeleton containing a random subset; this generality will become useful in Section 5.) Lemma 4.6. Let SR be a set of uniform random nodes with Pr[v ∈ SR] = π for some given π, and Let S ⊇ SR. If π ≥ c log n/h for a sufficiently large constant c > 0, then w.h.p., wd S,h (v, w) = wd(v, w) for all v, w ∈ S.
Our strategy to solve long-distance routing is to construct G S,h and compute its all-pairs shortest paths. But implementing this approach is not straightforward. First, the edges of the skeleton graph are virtual: each edge represents the shortest path of up to h hops in G; and second, the number of skeleton graph edges may be as large as Ω(|S| 2 ). We solve both problems together: While computing the edges of the skeleton graph, we sparsify the graph, bringing the number of edges down to near-linear in the skeleton size. Once we are done, we can afford to let each skeleton node learn the full topology of the sparsified skeleton graph, from which all-pairs routes and distances can be computed locally. Technically, we use the concept of sparse spanners. We shall compute a spanner of the skeleton graph by simulating the spanner construction algorithm of Baswana and Sen [3] on the implicit skeleton graph. Let us recall the algorithm of [3] . We use a slightly simpler variant that may select some additional edges, albeit without affecting the probabilistic upper bound on the number of spanner edges (cf. Lemma 4.8) . The input is a graph H = (VH , EH , WH ) and a parameter k ∈ N. i. Let Qv be the set of edges that consists of the lightest edge from v to each of the clusters v is adjacent to. ii. If v has no adjacent marked cluster, then v adds to the spanner all edges in Qv. iii. Otherwise, let u be the closest neighbor of v in a marked cluster. In this case v joins the cluster of u, and it adds to the spanner the edge {v, u}, as well as all lighter edges from Qv. 3. Each node v adds, for each cluster X ∈ R k it is adjacent to, the lightest edge connecting it to X.
For this algorithm, the following result is proven in [3] . Constructing the Skeleton Graph. In our case, each edge considered in Steps (2b) and (3) of the spanner algorithm corresponds to a shortest path. We implement these steps in our setting by letting each skeleton node find its closest O(|S| 1/k log n) clusters by running a slightly modeified Algorithm BSP. We now explain how. First, to find the closest cluster, all nodes in a cluster use the same source ID (the one of the cluster leader). Second, we append the ID of the actual destination of the indicated path to each message to allow for routing (without treating nodes in the same cluster as different sources!). We refer to the modified algorithm as BSP . Third, regarding the range parameter, Lemma 4.6 shows that it is sufficient to consider paths of O(n log n/|S|) hops only. Finally, the following lemma implies that we may modify the spanner construction algorithm in a way that allows us to use a small overlap parameter. Proof. Fix a node v and an iteration 1 ≤ i < k. If v has at most c|VH | 1/k log n adjacent clusters, the claim is trivial. So suppose that v has more than c|VH | 1/k log n adjacent clusters. By Step 2b of the algorithm, we are interested only in the clusters closer than the closest marked cluster. Now, the probability that none of the closest c|VH | 1/k log n clusters is marked is ( 
In other words, for c sufficiently large, we are guaranteed that w.h.p., at least one of the closest c|VH | 1/k log n clusters is marked. Regarding Step 3, observe that a cluster gets marked in all of the first k − 1 iterations with independent probability |VH | −(k−1)/k . By Chernoff's bound, the probability that more than c|VH | 1/k log n clusters remain in the last iteration is thus bounded by 2 −Ω(c log n) = n −Ω(c) . Therefore, w.h.p. no node is adjacent to more than c|VH | 1/k log n clusters in Step 3, and we are done. 2 In [3] , it is proved that the expected number of edges is O(k|V (H)| 1+1/k ). The modified bound directly follows from Lemma 4.8.
Algorithm LDC, our implementation for the long-distance construction, therefore follows the modified Baswana-Sen algorithm as described above. The input is the skelton set S and the stretch parameter k. To facilitate Step 2, the set Ri+1 (determined locally) is broadcast in the beginning of each phase i. Step 2b is implemented by invoking BSP with sources Ri+1, range Θ(n log n/|S|) and ovelap Θ(|S| 1/k log n) (this value of the overlap parameter is justified by Lemma 4.8) . The spanner edges are added according to the rule of Step 2b and announced to all nodes. This enables to locally compute the clusters of the next iteration and locally store the routing pointers of the paths corresponding to the added spanner edges. Detailed pseudo-code of our implementation is given in the full paper. To prove the algorithm correct, we show that its executions can be mapped to executions of the centralized algorithm, and then apply Theorem 4.7. We omit details here, and summarize with the following lemma. Completing the Skeleton Routing Tables. Algorithm LDC constructs a globally-known skeleton-spanner, so each node can locally find a low-stretch route between any two skeleton nodes. However, to use skeleton routes we need to map skeleton edges to graph routes, where we encounter the following subtle issue. Algorithm BSP, used to detect the skeleton edges, marks the route in one way only: if a node s added the edge {s, t} to the spanner, then Algorithm BSP sets only the next pointers from s to t, and the route from t to s is not necessarily established. (Similarly, Lemma 4.8 guarantees low directed degree.) This is easily resolved as follows. Say edge {s, t} was added by node s. We send a message from s to t (we have next pointers for this direction), where the message carries the weight of the s-t route.
While progressing, each node on the route records the immediate origin of the message as the next hop to s, and the distance to s; the content of the message is decremented by the weight of the edge it crossed, and then sent to the next node. By Lemma 4.9, there are at mostÕ(|S| 1+1/k ) edges in the constructed spanner of G S,h(S R ) w.h.p., implying that the maximal number of messages routed over each edge of G is bounded byÕ(|S| 1+1/k ) w.h.p. as well. Moreover, no routing path has more than h(SR) ∈ Θ(n log n/|SR|) hops. Since the messages traverse shortest h-hop paths, all of them reach their destinations withinÕ(n/|SR| + |S| 1+1/k ) rounds [19] . We summarize the properties of the long-distance scheme.
Theorem 4.10. Let S ⊆ V be a superset of a uniformly random set of nodes SR, and let k ∈ {1, . . . , log n}. Then w.h.p., withinÕ(n|S| 1/k /|SR| + |S| 1+1/k + HD) rounds, Algorithm LDC(S, k) constructs routing tables for routing between nodes in S with stretch (2k − 1).
Putting the Pieces Together
The overall algorithm is a composition of the short-range and long-distance algorithms, linked by identifying the skeleton set from the long-distance algorithm with the top level of the hierarchy of the short-range algorithm (we determine the value of the parameters L and k later).
Route Selection.
Suppose v wants to send a message to w. The next routing hop is selected by v as follows. 1. If Yv(i) = Yw(i) for some i, choose the next routing hop within (the tree on) C Yv (i) to w and set d def = wd(Yw(i), w). 2. Otherwise, node v computes as follows. (a) For i = 1, . . . , L, if Yw(i − 1) ∈ Hv(i), then di := wd(v, Yw(i − 1)) + wd(Yw(i − 1), w). Else di := ∞. (b) Let Sv be the set of skeleton nodes v knows how to route to, let ds be the route weight for each s ∈ Sv, and let wd k denote the distance function in the skeleton graph spanner. Set dL+1 := mins∈S v {ds + wd k (s, Yw(L)) + wd(Yw(L), w)}. (c) Finally, set d := min i∈{1,...,L+1} {di}. The next routing hop is selected by the route giving rise to d (for minimal i).
Note that the routing decision is stateless. The following lemma bounds the stretch. Finally, we set k and L to state our main result as follows.
Theorem 4.12. Let 1/2 ≤ α ≤ 1 be given. If α ≥ 1/2 + 1/ log n let k := 1/(2α − 1) , and otherwise let k := log n. Tables of sizeÕ(n α ) for stateless routing and distance approximation with stretch ρ(α) = 8k log(k + 1) −1 and label size O(log(k + 1) log n) can be constructed in the congest model inÕ(n α + HD) rounds.
Note that ρ(1/2) ∈ O(log n log log n) and that ρ(α) ∈ O(1) for any constant α > 1/2.
EXTENSIONS AND APPLICATIONS
Generalized Steiner Forest. The Generalized Steiner Forest problem (gsf) is defined as follows. Input: A weighted graph G = (V, E, W ), a set of terminals T ⊆ V , and for each terminal t ∈ T a component number C(t). In the distributed setting, we assume that each node knows whether it is a terminal, and if so, what is its component number. Output: An edge set F ⊆ E such that for all pairs s, t ∈ T with C(s) = C(t), s is connected to t in the graph (V, F ). Goal: Minimize e∈F W (e).
To solve gsf, we do the following. 1. Broadcast all terminal labels and compute distance estimates for all terminal-terminal distances. 2. Locally construct the terminal graph G = (T, E , W ), where E := {{s, t} | s = t ∈ T }, and W (s, t) is the computed estimate of wd(s, t). 3. Apply any centralized algorithm ALG for gsf to G with the same terminal components. Obtain solution F . 4. Identify and output all edges on paths in G that correspond to edges in F .
It is not difficult to see that (1) solving gsf in the terimnal graph at most doubles the cost of an optimal solution, and (2) using ρ-approximate edge weights increases the optimal cost by a factor of at most ρ. To implement Step 1, we apply the long-range routing scheme with skeleton set S := T ∪ RS, where RS is sampled uniformly and independently at random with probability n −1/2 from V (cf. Lemma 4.9). We thus arrive at the following result.
Theorem 5.1. Given any integer k ∈ [1, log n] and any centralized a-approximation algorithm to gsf, gsf can be solved with approximation ratio 2a(2k − 1) in timeÕ(( √ n + |T |) 1+1/k + HD), where T denotes the set of terminal nodes.
Distance Sketches. The problem of distributed distance sketches requires each node to have a label and store a small amount of information (called the sketch), so that each node v can estimate the distance to each other node u when given the label of u. 3 Technically speaking, we already solved this problem, since our machinery enables to estimate distances with small stretch. However, since α ≥ 1/2, the basic construction always consumesΩ( √ n) memory. If we discard the routing information, we can reduce the space requirements of the sketches at the expense of also increasing the stretch. To this end, we tune the sizes of the sets Si, and change the choice of the skeleton to be S L/2 . For the remaining sets S L/2+1 , . . . , SL, we can construct the hierarchy locally at each node by approximating distances based on the skeleton spanner, avoiding the need to explore long paths. We arrive at the following result.
Theorem 5.2. Given any integer k ∈ [1, . . . , log n], distance sketches with stretch ρ(k) = 2k(8k − 3) ∈ O(k 2 ), label size O(k log n), and sketch sizeÕ(n 1/(2k) ) can be constructed w.h.p. inÕ(n 1/2+1/(2k) + HD) rounds.
Approximate Weighted Diameter. Dropping the shortrange scheme, identifying the skeleton set S as one source set, and using Algorithm BSP with parameters ∆ = 1 and h ∈ O(n log n/|S|), we can prove the following result.
Theorem 5.3. Given k ∈ N, the weighted diameter WD can be approximated w.h.p. to within a factor of 2k + 1 in the congest model inÕ(n 1/2+1/(2k) + HD) rounds.
Tight Labels. Our routing scheme relabels the nodes according to the Voronoi partition on each level. However, using a different labeling scheme, we can set the labels to be {1, . . . , n}, with increased stretch.
Theorem 5.4. Given α ∈ [1/2, 1], let k = 1/(2α − 1) if α > 1/2 + 1/ log n and k = 1/ log n otherwise. Tables for stateless routing and distance approximation with stretch ρ(α) = 4k · 4 log(k+1) + 2k − 1 ∈ O(k 3 ) with node labels 1, . . . , n can be constructed inÕ(n α + HD) rounds.
OPEN PROBLEMS
In this paper we have made a first step toward finding good distributed solutions to the routing table construction problem. There still are many hurdles to overcome in this research direction. We list a few below.
• We did not treat the problem of dynamic networks, or more generally fault-tolerant routing. Almost all practical routing algorithms must cope with dynamic changes in the network, or faults. Can our algorithm be extended to such scenarios, and at what cost? • It is interesting to better understand stateful routing (note that our lower bounds do not cover the case of stateful, name-dependent routing). What can be done with general stateful routing?
• Our algorithm is designed specifically to optimize the worst case. It is very interesting to find a "competitive" algorithm, whose running time is related to the best possible for any given network.
